**ELECTRON PARTY 680**

**Installation Instructions**

**CANOPY COMPONENTS:**
1 x Roof in Bag
4 x 6m Walls & Wall Bag
2 x Centre Poles
8 x Wall Poles with standard feet
1 x Frame Bag
8 x Marquee Pegs 24mmx850mm
32 x Peg Steel Wall 8mmx300mm in Bag
2 x Peg Canopy 12mmx550mm
2 x Peg Sleeves
1 x Marking Tape

**PROCEDURE:**
- Consider wind and ground conditions for duration of canopy installation
  - Wind should not exceed 15-18 knots
- Ground should be firm for pegs.

Using the layout tape provided, follow diagrams 1 - 8 to mark the locations of the pegs.
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- Ensure all pegs are driven correctly.
- Eyes for the guy rope hooks face inwards.

- Once all pegs are driven into place, position canopy roof in centre of pegs as outlined in diagrams 1 - 8
- Attach loosely tensioned guy rope to pegs
- Install wall poles and centre poles.
- Adjust poles as required
- Apply even tension to all guy ropes.
- Hook walls up using the hooks attached onto the wall rope on the roof
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